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Information were extremely helpful, getting us clearance to route directly
overhead and guiding us around one of the large danger areas which
peppered the route. This meant that for the last 35 miles we followed the
Biscay coast. What kind of winds and tides make a coastline so unbelieveably straight?
Biarritz was the first large airfield of the trip. On clearing Customs
outbound we were asked to produce certificates of airworthiness, registration and insurance. We found subsequently that this was the normal
procedure before all flights within Spain, in addition to mandatory flightplanning. However once in Spain there were positive advantages to offset
this paperwork nuisance, viz: extremely cheap landing and parking fees
even at major airports, and 100 LL at 75 pesetas a litre (at time of writing
£1.40 per gallon).
There followed a fifteen-minute flight into San Sebastian, which nestles
at the foot of the Pyrenees. There was time to climb to 1,500 feet before
beginning the delightful descent and approach across a blue marina,
around the small town and down to a long narrow strip which projects out
into the bay. It is one of the prettiest airfields we have encountered. The
nearest town to the airport is Hondarribia, an old town with lots of charm,
good paella and very cheap martinis. The friendly taxi-driver found us a
hotel which was enthusiastically guarded by a Pyrenean Mountain dog of
intimidating proportions but amiable nature.
There were two obvious stages to reach Seville - which was to be our
airfield of departure for Morocco, with Madrid as the mid-point. This
diagonal route was made necessary by the lack of civil airfields with fuel
available. A glance at the Bottlang planning chart will show that such

Never mind,
a fine time was enjoyed touring France
and Spain instead. By Annie Cowdery
and Mike Spi/man.
, , ,if that plane leaves the ground and you're not on it,
you'll regret it. Maybe not today and maybe not tomorrow, but soon and for the rest of your life, , ."
So said Bogart to Bergman in Casablanca. Both being dedicated Bogart
fans, this was for us an invocation to board our C150 for Casablanca. * The
trip was in the making on and off for over a year. In Seville - flight-planned
for Tangier and 1112hours flying time from Morocco - two youths with the
skills and dexterity of Peter Lorre stole Casablanca from us.
As ever, the planning stage had provided its own excitement. We visited
the Aeronautical
Information Service in Pinner, where John Webster
supplied all possible printed information, taking a great deal of time and
trouble to provide danger area decodes and VFR approach charts, in
addition to anecdotal feedback from those who had returned. We would
strongly recommend other pilots to use this invaluable and free service.
Slowly we gathered together charts, mostly from our local aero shop,
Gerran Aviation at Stapleford, and from Airtour at Elstree.
We also had to consider the limitations of the aircraft (an ageing but
loved Cessna 150) and the conditions we were likely to encounter. This
would include maximum take-off weight, centre of gravity considerations
and expected air temperatures en route. On a previous trip we had
encountered problems of high temperature with high altitude. Overflying
Spain we didn't expect to have to cruise at more than 6,000 feet; what
concerned us more was the temperature. This was to prove a problem
necessitating early morning take-offs and missed breakfasts. Although the
150 has a theoretical luggage capacity of 100 pounds (both pilots being
small and light), the C of G limitations dictated a parsimonious baggage
allowance. En route laundering was thus unavoidable on a planned fourweek holiday.
The trip took shape, becoming possible, probable and finally a reality.
With the aeroplane all packed, pre-flight checks showed up mud in the pitot
which we duly removed - or thought we had: just after take-off the ASI
registered zero. We flew a circuit and landed, using power setting and
attitude for the descent. We drank coffee whilst the engineer sorted out the
problem. An hour later we were on our way via Southend and Le Touquet.
We overnighted at Le Mans, planning to make up the time with a longer leg
next day.
From Le Mans we flew to Pons-Avy to refuel and on to Biarritz. Bordeaux
, I don't believe that movie was actually filmed any closer to Casablanca
than Hollywood. - Ed.

airfields are concentrated along the north and south coasts with very little in
between. As Seville was a town we wanted to visit anyway, Madrid then
gave us the most direct Iir.e of flight. However this decision itself imposed
further constraints, not least of which was the Madrid VFR low-level
corridor.
The GA airfield for Madrid is Cuatro Vientos on the southwestern
outskirts. If you are transponder-equipped
getting there is no problem. Our
150's aviontcs are not so sophisticated, comprising one radio and one
VOR. For such humble aircraft there is a corridor seventy miles long,
beginning 45 miles northeast of Madrid in the middle of nowhere and
eventually circuiting the north of the city. Maximum altitudes begin at 4,000
feet reducing to 3,500 approximately (1,000 feet above ground) via five
reporting points, all theoretically on one control frequency,
The 150's fuel endurance made a single flight from San Sebastian to
Cuatro Vientos feasible, but with little margin for error and no built-in
margin for unexpected head winds. The terrain en route is largely
mountainous, with two major ranges up to 6,000 feet to cross. To give
ourselves a much-needed margin we planned to stop off at Logrono, sixty
miles southwest of San Sebastian, to refuel. The latest information available gave Logrono as military/civil with fuel available.
The climbout from San Sebastian provided a magnificent view of peaks
rising ethereally through morning mist and broken cu; a beautiful day in

prospect. Navigation was interesting. Lesson one: just because railway
lines are marked on the chart does not necessarily mean that they exist in
reality. However we arrived overhead Logrono at our estimated time.
Eventually we received clearance to land, and as we approached on short
finals noticed serried ranks of splendidly attired militia, all decked out in
blue and white, complete with a military band. Not thinking for one moment
that this reception had been laid on for us (well, maybe for one moment),
we became concerned about whose party we had gatecrashed (do they
have 'Purple Airways' in Spain?).
In Control we were given every assistance by an air force officer who
spoke English. Having successfully flight-planned for Cuatro Vientos, we
waited for fuel. In the meantime a large white helicopter disgorged the
rightful recipient of the brass band: the new commanding colonel of the
aerodrome. Maybe it was his pique at being upstaged which led to the
refusal to give us fuel despite the entreaties on our behalf by the young
pilot. As a result we had to fly 73 miles southeast to Zaragoza to refuel.
By the time we arrived at Zaragoza it was early afternoon and hot. It got
hotter. This was the beginning of our problem with high temperatures
throughout Spain. We refuelled, re-flight-planned and took off once again
for Madrid. It was 1730 local. During the c1imbout to an anticipated 4,000
feet ONH the engine temperature continued to rise, with a corresponding
drop in oil pressure as the oil thinned. We levelled out at 3,500 feet hoping
to stabilise the gauges. The outside air temperature at this level was 85°F;
the engine temperature needle stayed uncomfortably close to the red. With
further climbing necessary over hostile terrain we decided, reluctantly, to
return and nightstop in Zaragoza. On the ground it occurred to us, belat-

yet apparently cannot be bothered to exercise control. Having been
handed over to four different frequencies, we eventually entered the
corridor. We had anticipated difficult navigation within it as the land here is
particularly featureless. We were going to rely on two en route VORs to get
us through, flying at1 ,000 feet above the ground. Not being used to relying
on VORs we were constantly checking for navigational features. Lesson
two: large lakes which appear on the chart may no longer exist; large lakes
which most decidedly do exist may not appear on the chart. However,
doubt and confusion aside, we managed to report overhead each of the
reporting points on track and on time. Cuatro Vientos appeared on the
nose out of the by now hazy sky, and we were handed over to a clear
friendly English-speaking controller. We congratulated ourselves over big
drinks, and planned a day off in Madrid.
Our time off in Madrid was as active as the heat would allow. Doing
everything on foot, we covered all of the tourist places. There are the
refreshing (and rare) green spots of municipal gardens constantly sprinkled with the precious water; the dry and dusty walkways between mark a
sharp contrast. In the Prado art gallery we spent a beautifully cool siestatime among the Goyas, El Grecos and Velasquez. Out again in the still hot
afternoon to see the magnificent palace, its pale stone fac;ade mercilessly
reflecting the sun's glare.
Making frequent stops for martinis and mineral water, we made our way
through the city. Overall the impression is of noise and bustle; of street
sellers, buskers and beggars; of dust and heat; of irritated taxi-drivers and
irritated people. We didn't find a good restaurant in Madrid, but maybe this
was due to tiredness and a lack of will to look. We did discover bar food for

Left above: "Bordeaux Information were
extremely helpful. getting us clearance to
route directly overhead". Below: hazy, lazy
day at Biarritz. Right above: downwind at
Logrono Airfield. Below: tiny fields and
vineyards and dry rivers make up the
sun-soaked landscape of the Sierra del
Moncayo, between Zaragoza and Madrid

edly, that oil is not only a lubricant but also a coolant. In northern climes this
is rarely an important consideration, but here it was essential to be full at all
times. It also explains why it is impossible to buy W80 oil in Spain; it is all
W1 00 or W120 - another lillle problem to overcome.
Throughout Spain we opted for three-star hotels averaging 4,000
pesetas per night (£17) for a double room - the equivalent of a two-star
hotel in France. Eating was pleasantly cheap and drinking ridiculously
cheap. We spent what was left of the day and the rest of the evening
discovering Zaragoza and its famous bridge over the River Ebro.
Refuelled, re-flight-planned and re-oiled, we took off for Cuatro Vientos
early and cool. We cruised at FL 45, following railways, roads and valleys
over mountainous desert, over rock faces metamorphosed by wind into
sinewy lizard-tail contours etching the outline of dried-river valleys. The
engine purred contentedly.
About 45 miles from the start of the corridor we tried calling Madrid
Information to let them know that we were in the area. There was no reply.
We tried four frequencies, receiving their transmissions to other aircraft
clearly. Eventually an Alitalia airliner relayed our messages and Madrid
was forced to reply. We found that we were receiving and transmitting
'fives'. This was particularly irritating, given that Madrid has an extensive
TMA and hence obviously considers itself to be very important, and makes
VFR non-transponder aircraft fly through hoops to transmit the TMA and

midday snacks - a welcome feature throughout Spain, and especially
useful in transit through airports. Here one can find delightful mayonnaise
salads with fresh-tasting fish and vegetables; small aperitif paellas which
wet the appetite but satisfy forthe moment. By the end of our full day off we
were exhausted and quite ready to fly again; we longed for the quiet
solitude of the cockpit.
We took a crack-of-dawn taxi back to the airport. We planned to beat the
heat and fly to Seville via a fuel stop at Cordoba; we should be there before
lunch. However on arrival at Cuatro Vientos we were informed of a Notam
only a few days old giving Cordoba as henceforth closed between 1030
and 1530 GMT. Departure at 0830 for the two-and-a-half-hour
flight would
put us overhead Cordoba after it had closed. Seville direct left us no margin
for possible headwinds and navigational error. We therefore flight-planned
to take off at 1300 GMT to arrive after Cordoba opened at 1530. In the
meantime the enterprising English-speaking chief sold us four quarter-mil
charts at the amazing price of £1 each.
Cuatro Vientos has an elevation of 2,260 feet. The 150 had full tanks.
The outside air temperature was 35°C. The aeroplane left the ground in the
normal takeoff distance: it then stayed in ground-effect for almost the full
runway length. The climbout was turbulent and soggy. For the first 22
miles, due to controlled airspace we would not be able to climb above 1,000
feet above ground, i.e. we could not climb for cooler air. The engine
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temperature rose rapidly. It was a re-run of Zaragoza, and as at Zaragoza
we decided to return. From this point on it became the rule that if we could
not take off before 1000 local we would not take off. This was underlined
later in Seville, where by mid-morning the temperature in the city was 39°C.
In Spain, in a 150, you get weathered-in by CAVOKI
Cordoba came in sight after a calm relaxed early-morning flight tracking
VORs over the barren Monte de Toledo and the Sierra Morena. It was
0955Z and still relatively cool: we should have time to refuel and go straight
on to Seville. We had been cruising at FL 45; Cordoba airport lies in a low
valley 295 feet AMSL; there was zero wind. With forty degrees flap on the
approach we decided we were too high and opted to go around again.
However the flap lever stuck at thirty degrees of flap; both of us tried to shift
it but to no avail. There followed an interesting circuit requiring a fire-walled
throttle to maintain 500 feet. No reason could subsequently be found, and
the problem has not recurred.
This little extra manoeuvre meant that we could not make the deadline of
1030: we were stuck in Cordoba until the burning heat of late afternoon. So
we took up the offer of a lift into Cordoba; it turned out to be one of the best
non-planned stops we made during the trip. After the bustle of Madrid,
Cordoba is a delightful haven of quiet Andalucian charm. The large
three-star hotel sported a swimming pool on the roof and a good restaurant

mented. That night the Seville police displayed polite indifference, but
provided the necessary report of theft for insurance purposes. Fortunately
(do we always use this term in times of personal disaster?) Seville had not
only a British Consulate but also a Barciays Bank; both were extremely
helpful as we spent the whole of the next day sorting out the consequent
hassles.
A replacement full passport would take a week or ten days. We could not
afford either the time or the money to stay put for this long, so we settled for
an emergency passport. Problem: Morocco would accept nothing short of
a full passport. We were to have flown to Casablanca, Marrakech, Agadir
and perhaps El Ayoune and the Canaries. Rather than beat a total retreat,
we now altered our plans to encompass more stopovers on the Mediterranean coast of Spain en route to the South of France.
This little episode aside, Seville is a lovely place and well worth a visit.
We rounded off our enforced stay here with a most exciting evening of
flamenco of the genuine rather than tourist kind.
Next day, having acqUired two litres of precious W80 from a group of
Englishmen travelling in a Cessna 180, we headed for Malaga. The flight to
Malaga was the last of the few difficult flights of the trip. The only chart we
could get for this area was a one-million. Lesson three: look very carefully
at contour lines. According to the chart the highest ground that we would
encounter was 3,500 feet, so we climbed for 4,500. As high ground
approached, apparently blocking our way, we realised that the contour
lines were not entirely accurate. A high outside air temperature, mountains
increasing the turbulence and downdraughts made for an uncomfortable
flight (most of the flights in Spain were extremely smooth and comfortable).

Left: Madrid's
Royal Palace.
Right above: the
150 at Madrid's
Cuatro- Vientos
Airport. Below: on
base leg at
Seville
Facing page, top:
inhospitable (for
aeronautsl)
coastline
between Almeria
and Alicante.
Below: looking
towards the Vieux
Port from
Marseille's
cathedral.

on the ground floor. After a refreshing swim and a reviving Martini we set off
to explore the town.
The old town of Cordoba is not large, but its very compactness makes it
more interesting and exciting. We followed the narrow cobbled streets
which led in circles, occasionally opening into small neat courtyards, at
other times leading down alley steps where lizards basked and scurried
away at the sound of feet. Down one such alley improbably came the
romantic strains of a classical Spanish guitar being practised in an upper
room, windows flung wide to capture the cooler air outside. We listened for
a while and moved on, finding now a small church quadrangle with covered
walkways. Another guitar player squatted on the stone steps; passers-by
stopped to listen and slowly move on. We moved on and found a leather
shop packed with tempting wares. Here we cheaply purchased the ill-fated
handbag which was later to cost us Morocco.
The flight next morning, following the River Guadalquiver into Seville,
was easy, uneventful and pleasant as the mist rose from the almost
impossibly green valley. On arrival we made out the flight plan for Tangier
next day (flights into Morocco require a flight plan 24 hours in advance),
took a taxi to a hotel, dumped the luggage and set out on our usual
exploration on foot.
We had heard a lot about mugging and robbery in Spain, but it doesn't
happen to you, does it? It did: that evening, while we were in a narrow
street, walking one behind the other to stay on the narrow pavement, a
moped approached from behind, slowed, swerved, grabbed and accelerated. We felt impotent rage, with nothing on hand to throw except AngloSaxon abuse. With the handbag went one passport, one pilot's licence,
cash, cheques, credit cards etc., leaving only one of us legally docu-
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Cloud greeted us on the coast, and we had to get under it at 1,000 feet to
locate the reporting point.
We night-stopped in Malaga, where we found one excellent restaurant,
the La Cancela; apart from that there seemed little to recommend it as a
holiday spot.
As compensation for the loss of Casablanca we awarded ourselves a
mini-holiday: three days off to enjoy the sunshine. With the whole of the
Spanish Med to choose from the question was where to put down? Finally
we chose Almeria. From the chart the coastline looked interesting and we
could perhaps find somewhere to stay outside the town itself. We hired a
car at the airport and drove west along the coast we had just overflown,
stopping at a large luxurious four-star hotel with swimming pool and private
beach, the la Parra.
Besides the obvious drinking, eating and sunbathing, we took advantage
of our wheels and drove inland to the Sierra Nevada, those hills made
famous by Clint Eastwood and innumerable spaghetti westerns. The
contrast of barren rust-red rock and hillsides of tall wild cactus forests with
the bustling consumer-oriented towns seemed to epitomise the dichotomy
still evident in Spanish society between the very poor and those reaping
the benefits of industrialisation, tourism and now EEC membership.
We continued our flight north-east, following the coast towards France.
Cobalt blue sea and sky; water sparkling in the early morning sun; rugged
corrugated barren desert mountains dropping sharply to the coastline,
dotted sparsely with towns and villages shining white; beacons of habitation. These flights were beautiful, calm and relaxing. (So relaxing the
navigator fell asleep on one; well, there wasn't a lot to do). Flying this
coastline was itself worth the trip through France and Spain.

We stopped and got weathered-in at Alicante due to cun-nim and heavy
rain. This is a town worth avoiding: Blackpool on the Med. By contrast
Castlellon de la Plana is delightful. It is a small clay strip set six feet lower
than the main road which runs alongside, parallel to the beach, and
immediately to the north of a small town. The approach from the sea was
quite exciting for us, being by now used to very large airfields, and for the
local residents probably more so. Later, sitting in the airfield's excellent
outdoor cafe-cum-restaurant,
we watched two C212s (Spanish military
twin transport aircraft) make it look ridiculously easy. A very friendly helpful
reception at the flying club, a good hotel 300 yards from the airfield, and a
near-deserted beach across the road all guarantee that the visiting aviator
will stay longer than planned. In our case this was further ensured by the
weather: low cloud, mist and heavy rain, clearing 24 hours later into the
usual CAVOK.
We decided to refuel and clear Customs outbound for France at Reus, a
mainly military field with civil facilities. According to all published information, Reus needed 24 hours PPR, but not according to the flying instructor
at Castellon, who merely telephoned through our flight plan before we took
off. From Reus the two-hour leg to Perpignan was to take us around the
Barcelona CTR. As with Madrid, VFR non-transponder traffic is not allowed
within the CTR; we therefore had to route inland via five reporting points.
Yet again, despite trying on a number of published frequencies, no reply at
all was received. We gave position reports and made our own way to
abeam Gerona, thence following the motorway through the gap in the
foothills of the Pyrenees.
Our last planned port of call for the trip Aix-en-Provence; a pilgrimage the
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mountain of SI. Victoire to see in the flesh, as it were, the subject of so
many of Cezanne's paintings. We wished to follow the coast from Perpignan to overhead Marseille and north to Aix les Milles, a joint military/civil
airfield. The chart shows a bewildering mess of danger areas, restricted
areas, CTRs, TMAs and heaven knows what, mostly overlapping each
other. There is an inland VFR route, but it being a Saturday we thought it
worth a try to get clearance for the coastal route. Lesson four: don't be put
off by messy charts. Once airborne and in radio contact we were told by
Marseille Information to "do as you like". This we did, talking to Montpelier,
lstres and Marignane in turn. It was a beautiful route and a beautiful flight,
passing over the Carmargue just a couple of days before it was strangely
invaded by a tidal wave.
A couple of days in Aix was well spent in this pleasant town within easy
driving distance of Marseille and the south coast.
Our route home was via Lyon-Bron and Epernay, following the very
pretty Rhine valley: a relaxing flight with light navigational workload.
Total brakes-off/brakes-on
time for the trip was forty hours; distance
covered 2,500 nm. Sod's Law seemed to pertain in that where we did
encounter wind then mostly it was a headwind. Despite the disappointment
and angst at not having reached Casablanca, it was an excellent trip. For
the majority of the time the weather was kind, providing smooth and easy
flying conditions (apart from the heat), and beautiful dramatic terrain over
which to fly. What seemed to us to be excessive form-filling and document
presentation was, nonetheless, dealt with quickly and amicably. With the
exceptions already mentioned, large busy airports in Spain seemed to
welcome small GA aircraft, with good helpful controllers and a friendly
reception in traffico and meteD even if English was rarely spoken.
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transceIver.
What would happen if your aircraft electrical system
failed whilst making an approach in bad weather?
Would you have available a battery powered hand-held
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then be safely "talked·down", or would disaster strike?
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purchase an approved transceiver for use where there
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Glider Approval G52·C and Part 3 Light Aircraft
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radar.
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